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After a difficult year for the financial markets, 
we look forward to a better 2023. The year that 
has passed reminds us that building wealth 
doesn’t always follow a steady course. While 
it’s never easy to endure down-market periods, 
as I show on page 3, they are a normal part 
of investing. It has also been a return to more 
reasonable fair market valuations, which should 
be seen as healthy.  

As we begin another year, don’t overlook the 
importance of continuing to position assets 
to benefit the future. A new year brings 
opportunities to contribute to tax-advantaged 
accounts like the TFSA and RRSP, and this may be 
an opportune time.

I would like to express my gratitude for entrusting 
me with your financial matters. May the year 
ahead be filled with health and happiness.

The Power of Perspective
Why are we more likely to choose a bowl of pasta over a healthy salad when we’re 
hungry? Neuroeconomics suggests that we often make different choices when 
overtaken by emotional impulses, and this can impact our investment decisions. 

Much of economic theory has been based on the notion that individuals act in rational ways. After 
“Black Monday” (1987), when the markets fell more than 20 percent with no apparent economic 
driver, the field of behavioural economics — the study of how human emotion affects economic 
decision making — gained traction. As it turns out, we are not biologically wired to make the best 
decisions because the part of our brain that tells us to act rationally can easily be overtaken by 
emotional impulses. We tend to be in one of two emotional states, hot or cold, and less rational 
decisions are often made in the hot state. So, when we’re not hungry (cold), we may opt for a 
healthy salad, but when hungry (hot), we’re likely to choose the pasta instead.

Likewise, our brains react similarly in investing. When we are threatened by the possibility of losses, 
fear can take over often impairing a balanced perspective and our ability to think positively about the 
future. This was prevalent in 2022, when excessive pessimism dominated the markets. As one market 
pundit noted, perception swung from “flawless to hopeless,” and, for many, the urge to react may 
have felt overwhelming. How about you? Do you allow emotions to impact the way you invest? 

As we enter 2023, many of the challenges faced in 2022 remain, including persistent inflation, higher 
interest rates and continuing central bank tightening policies in their pursuit to slow economies and 
rein in inflation. While this has prompted new worries over what a slowdown might look like, let’s not 
forget that uncertainties will always be with us. Our challenge as investors is to keep perspective.

While economies need to slow for inflation to moderate, we may be well positioned to endure these 
times. Our financial systems continue to be healthy; most companies and individuals are not heavily 
indebted, a previous driver of more serious downturns. Labour markets have been strong, though this 
has complicated central bank efforts to slow inflation. And, after a difficult year, consider also that the 
markets can discount the direction of the economy well ahead of time. Most important, corporate profits 
and economies continue to grow over the long term, and this isn’t likely to change.  

In the short term, there will always be down months, quarters or even years in the financial markets. 
During these times, keeping perspective and not being swayed by emotion is important. Behavioural 
economists suggest that some of the best investors have mastered the art of treating their feelings as 
reverse indicators: Excitement is a cue to consider selling; fear indicates it might be time to buy. Others 
choose to focus less on the financial news or checking portfolios, leaving day-to-day investing to those of 
us who are here to manage it. Remember, I am here to provide support to keep you on course. 

In this season of resolutions, why not resolve to be aware of the effects that emotions can have on 
our investing ways? Use the power of perspective to your benefit.
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Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP) season is just 
around the corner. Given equity market performance in 2022, 
it may be an opportune time to contribute to your RRSP.  

Beyond the importance of growing funds for retirement, avoiding certain 
practices can help to save tax or create a bigger nest egg for the future.

1. Withdrawing funds to pay down debt — Consider the implications of 
making taxable withdrawals from the RRSP to pay down short-term debt. 
You may be paying more tax on the RRSP withdrawal than you’ll save in 
interest costs. In addition, once you make a withdrawal from the RRSP, 
you won’t be able to get back the valuable contribution room — unlike the 
TFSA, where contribution room resets itself in the following calendar year. 

2. Contributing losers in-kind — In order to fund the RRSP, some 
investors may choose to move investments from non-registered 
accounts. If you are considering making in-kind contributions to the 
RRSP, be careful not to transfer investments that have declined in value. 
You will be deemed to have sold these investments at fair market 
value when transferring them to the RRSP, yet any capital loss is not 
deductible. Instead, consider selling them on the open market and 
contributing cash to the RRSP so you can claim the capital loss (and be 
aware of the superficial loss rules if you plan on repurchasing them).

3. Claiming the deduction in the wrong year — With any RRSP 
contribution, you’re entitled to a tax deduction for the amount contributed 
so long as it is within the contribution limit. Keep in mind that you don’t 
have to claim the tax deduction in the year that the contribution is made. 

You may carry it forward if you 
expect income to be higher in 
future years such that you may 
be put in a higher tax bracket, 
potentially generating greater 
tax savings for a future year.

4. Neglecting to update 
beneficiary designations — It may be beneficial to review account 
beneficiaries (in provinces where applicable) on a periodic basis, especially 
in light of major life changes. For example, in the event of separation 
or divorce, be aware that named beneficiaries may not be revoked, 
depending on provincial laws. Therefore, the designation of an ex-spouse 
may still be in effect. 

5. Withdrawing from a Spousal RRSP — For couples in which one 
spouse will earn a high level of income in retirement, while the other may 
have little income, a Spousal RRSP may be a valuable income-splitting 
tool. However, don’t forget that the attribution rules generally apply to a 
Spousal RRSP. If the higher-income spouse has made contributions to the 
Spousal RRSP in the year, or in the immediate two preceding years, and 
if funds are withdrawn from the plan, they may be taxed to the higher-
income spouse, as opposed to the lower-income Spousal RRSP owner.
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Change is imminent! Here are a few upcoming changes to be 
aware of for the year ahead:

2023 TFSA dollar limit: $6,500. As a result of increasing inflation, the 2023 
Tax-Free Savings Account (TFSA) dollar limit will rise to $6,500, bringing the 
eligible lifetime amount to $88,000. The annual dollar limit hasn’t increased 
since 2019, so don’t overlook the opportunity for tax-free growth. 

Adjustments for inflation. If there is any good news that can come with 
high inflation rates, it may be the adjustment that will increase many 
government income tax and benefit amounts. This is the largest increase 
in many years due to higher inflation rates. Many adjustments will take 
effect on January 1, such as the TFSA dollar limit (see above). However, 
others, such as income-tested benefits like the GST/HST tax credit or the 
child disability benefit, will take effect on July 1, as this coincides with the 
beginning of the program year for these benefits. 
Indexation Increase Per Year, 2019 to Current 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
2.2% 1.9% 1.0% 2.4% 6.3%

It will also increase our tax brackets. If the thresholds are not indexed to 

inflation, an increase in income 
would mean higher taxes 
paid and a loss of purchasing 
power. This was evident when 
Alberta de-indexed its tax 
brackets in 2019, effectively 
forcing Albertans to pay $646 
million more in taxes from 
2020 to 2022.1 Alberta will resume indexing for the 2022 tax year. 

For more information on the indexation adjustment, please see: https://
www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/frequently-asked-
questions-individuals/adjustment-personal-income-tax-benefit-amounts.html

Trusts: Delay in reporting requirements. If you hold a trust, it was 
expected that new reporting requirements would be put in place this year, 
requiring most trusts to file a tax return. In the federal government’s 2022 
Fall Economic Update, the effective date was pushed back to taxation years 
that end after December 30, 2023. As such, reporting will not be required for 
the 2022 year. This is the second time that the date has been changed since 
the proposal was introduced.
1. https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/alberta-taxes-indexation-inflation-1.6510978

In Brief: Upcoming Changes for Investors

Avoid These Five RRSP Pitfalls

RRSP Contribution Deadline: March 1, 2023, for the 2022 tax year. 
Contributions are limited to 18 percent of the previous year’s earned 
income, to a maximum of $29,210 (for the 2022 tax year).

https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/frequently-asked-questions-individuals/adjustment-personal-income-tax-benefit-amounts.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/frequently-asked-questions-individuals/adjustment-personal-income-tax-benefit-amounts.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/frequently-asked-questions-individuals/adjustment-personal-income-tax-benefit-amounts.html
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While intergenerational wealth planning may not be for 
everyone, consider that creating a lasting legacy can be one 
of the greatest gifts you leave behind. 

Many of us have heard the statistic: Family wealth is often lost within 
three generations (the “shirtsleeves curse”). Studies suggest that it takes 
the average recipient of an inheritance just 19 days before they buy a 
new car.1 What are high-net-worth families doing to help prevent this 
loss? There has been an increasing focus on intergenerational wealth 
planning, with the objective of supporting wealth longevity. This involves 
getting existing generations to meet about their finances, to align them 
with your financial goals and values so that they can be passed along to 
the generations to come. Here are some steps that you can take as part 
of this planning process:

Start with a plan and document it. Start by thinking about your vision 
for your wealth for the generations to come. The plan should set out 
goals and provisions for how you wish the funds to be used, accessed 
and replenished. For instance, you may wish for family members to 
invest in themselves to gain the experience needed to create and 
grow wealth, using funds for higher education or a business’ start-up or 
expansion. Others may wish to leave endowments to a charity. Once you 
determine your goals and provisions, it is important to formally record 
them as this document will be passed along to future generations.   

Communicate your plan. Once the plan has been documented, it 
should be communicated to family members. Often, parents keep their 
finances and related values to themselves, missing the opportunity to pass 
along their ideals to children. While specific financial details need not be 
disclosed, sharing your vision is intended to be a catalyst for meaningful 
discussions. Some families use this plan to form a family constitution that 
can help future generations carry forward your intentions. 

Engage in regular meetings. 
Regular family meetings are 
intended to help cultivate family 
values based on your vision 
for your wealth. If wealth has 
been carefully built up through 
the generations, it may involve 
exploring family history. Or, meetings may be used to educate children 
about finances or managing money, or introduce high-level strategies 
to carry out the intergenerational plan, such as teaching about a family 
business or giving strategy. These meetings may also identify gaps where 
planning may be needed to ensure your vision can be carried forward.

Consider protection tools. You may determine through family meetings 
that beneficiaries need support. Certain tools can support beneficiaries 
in meeting your goals, or protect future wealth in situations in which 
beneficiaries may not be capable. For example, a trust can put assets 
under the control of a responsible trustee, with the terms of the trust 
specifying the conditions, timing and amount of distributions to be 
made to heirs. Other tools, such as life insurance, can protect and grow 
assets while also providing access to cash. Having a support system 
of trusted professionals may help to ensure a successful generational 
wealth transfer, especially when heirs may not have the skill set to 
independently manage funds. 

Monitor the plan’s success. By having ongoing meetings with family 
members, you will be able to identify and address any concerns as they 
arise. You can also continue to define and refine family roles to ensure 
that your plan has a greater chance of being successfully fulfilled.

If you need help exploring this, or other estate planning options, please call.
1. https://financialpost.com/personal-finance/retirement/inheritance/how-to-help-prevent-
your-heirs-from-blowing-through-the-family-fortune

Preserving the Longevity of Wealth Across Generations

“In the short run, the market is a voting machine. But in the 
long run, it is a weighing machine.” — Benjamin Graham1 

2022 was a difficult year for the markets: a reminder that the markets 
can go down just as they go up. Yet, this is a normal part of the investing 
cycle. As the chart (right) shows, in the short term, investors should 
expect a wide range of outcomes, including negative annual performance. 

While we often talk about “average” returns for the market, it’s worth 
repeating that annual returns often do not fall close to this average. 
Consider the wide dispersion of annual returns of the S&P/TSX Composite 
Index since 1981. Annual returns were less than the long-term average 
return of 6.7 percent (red line) in 19 out of 41 years. And, 29 percent of the 
time, annual returns were negative. 

Given the variability of returns from year to year, it’s worth remembering 
that time in the markets, not timing, plays an important part in investing.

Markets Go Up & Down: There’s Nothing “Average” About Returns
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Source: S&P/TSX Composite Index Annual Returns (not including dividends reinvested), 1981 to 2021.

1. This is to suggest that in the short term, market returns are much more a 
reflection of our human nature. However, over the longer term, they are correlated 
to fundamentals like corporate earnings and economic growth. 
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For 2023: A Little More Happiness?
We’ve been through a lot lately: a pandemic, ongoing war, high interest rates, inflation and 
market volatility. As we enter another year, we may all benefit from a bit more happiness.  

Studies continue to show that cultivating an optimistic view leads to better outcomes — and this can 
extend into our financial lives. In fact, the “economics of happiness” has become a recognized field of study, 
supported by doctoral dissertations and professorships. For years, Harvard, Stanford and Yale have offered 
business courses devoted to happiness. And, social psychologists continue to actively study the human 
quest for happiness, so much so that it has become big business.

The Economics of Happiness 

There is, indeed, a link between 
happiness and economic outcomes. 
Research shows that it can make us 
more productive, wealthier and nicer.1 
The share price of Fortune’s 100 Best 
Companies to Work For posted annual 
increases of 14 percent, compared to 
just six percent for the overall market 
between 1998 to 2005. One study 
primed people to feel happy and found 
they were 12 percent more productive 
than their peers.2 Another looked at 
hundreds of studies on the causal effect 
of success on happiness and found the 
reverse: the stronger effect was how 
happiness engenders success.3 A recent 
study in China may provide some insight: 
when web broadcasters who rely on voluntary viewer tips for income showed more positive emotions, 
their tips increased.4 

Yet, when it comes to the happiness of society as a whole, we may not be doing a good job. The World 
Happiness Report suggests that worry and sadness have been rising over the past 10 years. It may be 
particularly telling that Canada has fallen in its global happiness rank: from 5th in 2012 to 15th in 2022. 
Wealth has increased substantially, but we haven’t increased our happiness. This may not necessarily be 
a surprise — many studies show that while wealth leads to improved happiness, once it reaches a certain 
level the effects plateau: Money can buy happiness, but only to a certain extent. As such, many economists 
now argue that we need a greater focus on increasing societal happiness.5 Back in the 1970s, Bhutan began 
to track happiness through its Gross National Happiness Index. Other countries, like New Zealand and the 
U.K, have now begun to follow suit by building well-being metrics into their policymaking. 

Is happiness the key? Reflecting on the many challenges of today, happiness guru Arthur Brooks believes 
so: “You have to start (by) trying to simulate a happiness movement...Then you save the country.”
1. https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2014/nov/03/why-does-happiness-matter; 2. https://warwick.ac.uk/newsandevents/
pressreleases/new_study_shows; 3. https://escholarship.org/content/qt1k08m32k/qt1k08m32k.pdf; 4. https://www.theatlantic.com/family/
archive/2022/10/prioritizing-happiness-before-success/671714/; 5. https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/02/what-will-succeed-gdp/
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The Secret to Finding Happiness? 
Experts suggest that 50 percent of our happiness is genetic, 
40 percent is under our control and 10 percent depends on 
circumstances. Here are some ideas for finding happiness 
based on an over-80-year Harvard study:
•	 Buy more time. Spending money on time-saving 

purchases can promote greater life satisfaction.  
•	 Stay connected to family and friends. 
•	 Volunteer to gain a sense of purpose. 
•	 Practice gratitude. Perform regular acts of kindness.
•	 Find your “inner child.” Revisit activities that provided joy 

when you were younger. 
•	 Invest in experiences rather than material objects.
•	 Surround yourself with happiness: it can be contagious. 
•	 Reduce decision-making opportunities for regret or worry. 
•	 Continue to look forward: don’t second-guess decisions!
Source: Health & Happiness Go Hand in Hand, M. Solan, Harvard Men’s Health, 11/1/21.
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